Dervish Still Whirls

1. Hidden in the Turkish section of Samawel, Jugs-Silvan, resides a cult that preserves the ancient dervish blood immolation custom of old Turkey. Following the feast of Ramadan, which starts Nov. 3, comes the Seljuk feast. Here the sheik enters the circle of dervishes to start the ritual.

2. To the trumpelette cries of his followers the sheik draws blood from his cheek and stomach with the sacrificial dagger. Then the climax—he mounts with naked feet upon a sword, bearding himself upon the shoulders of two dervishes.

3. The sheik, in ceremonial robes—a modern whirling dervish. Before his sacrificial ritual he enters a semi-hypnotic state by spinning wildly with arms encompassed in the ritual chape.

The Inside Story of the Harem

(Continued from page 7.)

And this little wife always does with her man to explain to the salesman that Mr. Daggy must be sure he picks something "that will fill him out" and "push him in" in the right place.

One of nature's really pretty "bays." Prematurely youthful, he dresses younger and younger, as the years go by, to match the current girl friends.

New in the latest in boys' suits, patterned in rich and colorful designs. You can choose them in the store before you see him.

The pale, hazel-eyed, ginger-haired boy, his wife picked the color scheme which is maroon, tan, gray, and orange hue. You can choose them in the store before you see him.

The pale, hazel-eyed, ginger-haired boy, his wife picked the color scheme which is maroon, tan, gray, and orange hue. You can choose them in the store before you see him.

Men have their suiting at fancy dress parties, too. Of course, they make themselves irresistible to the ladies. (Showing three Elton Barbers at a costume ball.)
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